SERGEI ISUPOV

(b. 1963) Stavropole, Ukraine, lives and works
in Cummington, MA, USA and Tallinn, Estonia
Sergei Isupov is an Estonian-American sculptor internationally
known for his highly detailed, narrative works. Isupov explores painterly figure-ground relationships, creating surreal
sculptures with a complex artistic vocabulary that combines
two- and three-dimensional narratives and animal/human
hybrids. He works in ceramic using traditional hand building
and sculpting techniques to combine surface and form with
narrative painting using stains and clear glaze.
“Everything that surrounds and excites me is automatically
processed and transformed into an artwork. The essence
of my work is not in the medium or the creative process, but
in the human beings and their incredible diversity. When
I think of myself and my works, I’m not sure I create them,
perhaps they create me.”

Portrait with Coffee and Milk, 2020,
ceramic, underglaze, glaze.

Isupov has a long international resume with work included in
numerous collections and exhibitions, including the National
Gallery of Australia, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston (TX),
Museum of Arts and Design (NY), Racine Art Museum (WI),
Museum of Fine Arts Boston (MA), and the Erie Art
Museum (PA), at which he presented selected works in a 20year career survey Hidden Messages in 2017 and Surreal
Promenade in 2019 at the Russian Museum of Art (MN).
Isupov teaches workshops and lectures internationally at
conferences, universities, museums and art centers. Important
to his career have been the short and long-term artist
residences at Archie Bray Foundation (Helena, MT), The
International Ceramics Studio (Kecskemét, Hungary), and
Guldagergaard International Ceramic Research Center
(Skælskør, Denmark).
Isupov graduated from the Art Institute of Tallinn, Estonia with
a BA/MFA in Ceramics in 1990. He immigrated to the United
States in 1994, first in Louisville (KY) which was followed by
6 years in Richmond (VA). Isupov has lived and worked at
Project Art in Cummington (MA) since 2006. Starting in 2010,
Sergei, along with his wife Kadri Pärnamets, and their
daughter Roosi divide their year between Estonia and the
USA. Isupov is represented by Ferrin Contemporary.

Risen, 2018, ceramic, underglaze, glaze.
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